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Advertiser

   A brand-owner seeking to buy Impressions for its 
adverts.

Ad Exchange

   An advertising exchange that auctions Impressions for 
Advertisers to purchase from Publishers.

Ad Fraud

   Where the fee for an Impression is charged even though 
the advert is not actually seen by a user.

A-C
Agency

   An advertising agency acting on behalf of an Advertiser.

Audience Extension

   A process through which an audience is examined to understand the shared characteristics 
of its users. Other users who share the same characteristics as the original audience but who 
do not fall within it are then targeted with adverts which are known to interest the original 
audience - this audience extension is often called a “look-a-like audience”.

Banner Ad

   A Display Advert that creates traffic to an Advertiser’s website by linking to it.

Blacklist

   A list of websites which should not be used for a particular Advertiser’s adverts.

CPM

   The cost for one thousand Impressions.

D-P
Data Management Platform (DMP)

   A software platform which acquires, manages and stores 
data about users. That data can be First Party Data, 
Second Party Data or Third Party Data.

Demand-Side Platform (DSP)

   A software platform which facilitates the purchase of 
Impressions by an Advertiser through an Ad Exchange.



Display Advertising

   Video, image or text adverts that sit in a specific location on a website or other online 
platform. Banner Ads are a type of Display Advertising.

First Party Data

   A term to describe the data collected directly by a business about its users. For example, the 
data collected by a utility company about its customers would be the utility company’s First 
Party Data.

Impressions

   The number of times a particular advert has been served on a website or other online 
platform.

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)

   The UK’s independent regulator set up to protect data privacy.

Publisher

   The operator of a website or other online platform wishing to sell Impressions to Advertisers.

Real-Time Bidding

   An auction process through which an Advertiser 
can buy an individual Impression in real-time over 
an Ad Exchange.

Second Party Data

   Data purchased from the party that collected the 
data from the relevant user. For example, data sold 
by a utility company which was collected by the 
utility company from its customers.

R-W
Supply-Side Platform (SSP)

   A software platform through which Publishers sell Impressions through Ad Exchanges.

Target Audience

   A segment of users with shared characteristics which an Advertiser wishes to target with a 
particular campaign/advert (e.g. fathers living in Manchester who like tennis).

Third Party Data

   Data bought from a business which does not have a direct relationship with the user to 
which the data relates. For example, DMPs often sell Third Party Data.

Viewability

   The method of measuring how many adverts have actually been seen by a user (for 
example, an advert might be served on a website but because of its location the user may 
not have actually seen it).

Whitelist

   A list of websites on which an Advertiser’s adverts may only be served.
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